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Spectral analyses of non-stationary random processes are 

needed when analyzing observations of random phenomena in a 

changing physical environment. A class of such processes, which 

are continuous with respect to a time parameter, is generated by 

associating a random component, such as noise, with linear or 

non-linear trends, periodic components or a combination of these. 

A set of functionals and their statistical estimates are de- 

fined for these time dependent processes over subintervals con- 

tained in a finite interval of time representing the duration of 

observation.  The mathematical expectation of processes formed 

from the set of functionals provide representations for the co- 

variance and frequency spectrum which have statistically consistent 

estimators. These representations of the covariance and frequency 

spectrum become the well known definitions of the centralized auto- 

covariance and power spectrum for wide-sense stationary processes when 

that assumption is invoked. 
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We defln0 a eontlnuoua parameter random proceaa (Y^^tT«.^) 

to be atrie^ nen-at.tienar, ever the «nUe intarva! e. enervation 

t^.T«) lf aU ordere of the asaoolated probability distributions are 

*.i„ oil orders of the defining moments are 
time dependent and consequently all orders 01 

contlnoous lunations of time. Tbe process Is said to bo ^de sense 

„on-stationary 11 at mast tbe probability distributions assoolated 

.ItbW oovarlanoe lunctlon are time dependent, runotlona.s and re- 

,   ^ . „» vnlld «hen the associated distributions 
letlons betmeen them that are valid «nen 

i.„ f,.e tor time Independent distributions, 
are time dependent, are also true lor time 

mus in aU statements and proofs we assume time dependent distri- 

butions. Further, we assume that those orders of the process moments 

necessary for proofs exist for each ts[T«.T«l and that each such 

moment Is Integrahle In the Blemann sense over that Interva!. 

Otvan a continuous parameter non-stationary random process 

(Y itctTV*)) and sample functions y(t) thereof, «e term sequences 

o/lublntervals [t'-S,t'tS] dependent on a mldtlme t' such that 

1. Y and y(t) are considered for t'-T s t ^ t'+T,  0 s T s: s 

and 

11. yt+T and y(v+T) are considered for t'-T ^ t ^ t' + T. and 

T-S ^ T S S-T. 

That is. for each %'  e [T*,T**], we requii's 

[t'-T.t'+TlCtt'-S.t'+SlC^*,!**] 



We define the linear random functlonals (stochastic Integrals) 

vvt''--W!'!Tvt 
t -T 

/ 
AT(Yt+T;t')=i/^TYt+Tdt 

AjY^ ,;t') = JL Z* +T Y Y  dt        (2.1) 
T t t+T'  '  2T  / „  t t+T v   ' 

t -T 

to exist for each real function Y of the process (Y ;te[T*,T**]) 
t t 

where Te[T-S,S-T] .  The process moments and their time Integrals that 

we assume to exist are 

- oo < EY < oo 

- oo < EY   < eo 
t+T 

for n:=l,2,3,4l and 

- oo < EYV1
  < oo, (2.2) 

t t+T     ' v   ' 

- eo < /* +T EYndt < co 
t'-T 

• ft'+T mrn     _ . 
- oo < r    EYA dt < oo 

t'-T   t+T 

- oo < /* T EYjYj+Tdt < « (2.3) 

for tcft'-T.t'+Tj.^t'-S.t'+S] c[T*,T**] and T€[T-S,S-T].  With the 

assumption that the linear operations of mathematical expectation and 

integration with respect to the parameter may be  interchanged, the 



following statements may IKJ made for the functionals of (2.1) 

,n . /. 
EAT(Yt';t') =AT(EYj;t

/) 

EATKlYt+T'
t/)=A.(EY,V  -t') 

t t+T' (2.4) 

With these basic assumptions and definitions, we proceed to gen- 

eralized definitions for the covariance, spectral representation, their 

estimators, and proofs for the consistency of these estimators. 

3.  Covariance 

The centralized covariance for the non-stationary random process 

{Yt;tc[T ,T**]) is defined with the functionals of (2.1) by 

VT;t') = AT(EYtyt+T;t') - AT(EYt;t')AT(EYt+T;t')   (3.1) 

for TefT-S.S-T]  and any subinterval   [t'-T.t'+T] c[t'-S.t'+8] C[T*,T**]. 

For wide sense  stationary processes the definition of  (3.1)  reduces to 

and to 

*T(T) = EytYt+T - E^t 

♦T(T;t') = AT(YtYt+T;t')  - AT(Yt;t')AT(Yt+T;t') 

for deterministic  processes. 

An important consideration concerning the properties of the co- 

variance of a non-stationary process is that it need not be an even 

function of  T.     This is evident when one considers a process involving 

a time dependent  non-trivial  polynomial trend.    Therefore,  unlike wide • 

sense stationary processes,  this property must be reflected in the defi- 

nition of a spectral representation for non-stationary processes. 
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4.      A Spectral Representation 

Since It la possible that 

♦T(T;t') ^ ♦(-T;t') (4.1) 

for TGJT-SJS-T], then a spectral representation for a non-stationary 

process over [t'-S.t'+S] C[T*,T**] 

+ I 2^=T) /S'T *T(TJt,)sin(nVTT)dT I 
T""S 

= I As_T[tT(T;t
/)cos(nWs_TT)j | 

+ I As_T[^T(T;t
/)sin(nws_TT)] |   (4.2) 

where w   = 7r/(S-T). This spectral representation for a non- 
b""l 

stationary process has the desired properties that 

^  *(nws-T;t^ ^ 0 for nws-T ^ 0' 

b. if (4.1) holds, the Fourier sine transform is non-zero and 

is not neglected, and 

c. for ^(T.-t7) = ^(-Tjt'), the definition of *(nws_T;t') is 

$(nwS-T;t/) = VT^T^^'^ cos(nws-TT^ 

which is the power spectrum often stated for random-periodic processes. 

In general, the spectral representation (4.2) no longer enjoys 

the inverse transform relationship with iT(T;t'). The inverse transform 

relation does occur for the preceding property c. I.e., when the Fourier 

sine transform is zero and $(nw _{t') is positive definite. 



5.  An Estimate for the Covariance Functional 

Assume that we possess M independent sample functions 7 (t), 

111=1,2,... (M, of the continuous non-stationary random process 

(Y jtefT*^**]).  Then for all t on any sublnterval [t'-T.t'+T] 

Cft'-S.t'+S] ^[T*,T**] and Te[s-T,T-S], the following expectations 

exist 
Ey (t) = EY 

m      t 

Ey (t+T) = EY,,. „ (5.1) 
'nr   '    t+T x^ ' 

Ey (t)y (t+x) = EY Y m 
m   mx  '    t t+T 

for each msl,^,...^. Prom (2.4) we have 

EAT[yin(t);t'] = ATrEyni(t);t
/] = AT(EYt;t

/) 

EAT[y
m
(t+T);t,] = A

TrEyro(
t+T)5t/] = V^t+T»'*^ 

EATryin(t)ym(t+T);t
/] = AT[Eym(t)ym(t+T);t

/] = AT(EYtYt+T;t') . 

(5.2) 

Next, we define an estimate for the covariance functional of (3.1) 

in terms of the M sample functions y (t) as 
m 

M 

1=1 
WT;t/) =S A A^y^Oy^t+T^t7] 

M M 

J 

M M 

'W    Z    Vyj(t)ft']  2 AT[yk(t+T);t
/] (5.3) 



and observe that we can rewrite this estimate as 

/    1    M 

W1"''* ^ =i^   2   U fy (t)y (t+T);t'] 
i,J,k=l  T 1   i 

-ATryj(t);t
/jAT[yk(t+T);t

/]). 

(5.4) 
The consistency of this estimate is stated in the following theorem 

and then proved. 

I*™™*'     If l*T(T;t')|* < co for all teft'-T,t'+T] cft'-S.t'+S] 

cfT*,T^J and all TefT-S.S-Tj, then E [^(T.-t') |» < „ and 

J^El^Tjt')- *T(T;t')|» = 0. 

Thus ^ V^*') = ^T^*1) and h^ W^')i8 a COnsi :stent 
estimate for ty (Tjt'). 

Proof; Write 

= E*JT(T{t') - 2iT(T;t
/)EtMT(T;t

/) + *»(T,t'). 

and let (5.5) 

ai = A
Tryi(

t)yi(t+T);t/] 

VA^dOjt'] 

ck = A
Tfyk(t+T);t/]- (5.6) 
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Then the term E*  (rjt') of (5.5) may be written as 
'MT 

Et MT l,J,K-i. 

-s*^v-pJ,LE<bj)E(c,') 
where 

E^cj) = E{AT[yj(t);t
,]AT[yj(t+T);t']) 

s:A_[Ey*(t);t#] + AT[Ey»(t+T);t']. 

Then by (3.1) and (5.2), 

MT *■ 

(2.3) there exists a positive number k, < « such that But by 

*   -'T^'t    t+T 

for all t'e[T*,T**] and all TG[T-S,S-T].  Therefore 

(5.7) 
E*MT(T;t

/) ^ yT;t') --rf- 

Similarly the term E^Tjt') of (5.5) may be calculated from 

K^;t') = E([ ^ i ^ (a, " Vk
)H ^ jt^  ^  ■ -^ 

1   S    E[(ai - b ck)(am - bncp)] 
M ij,k,in,n,p=l 
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Then by  (3.1) and  (5.2) 

E^T(Tjt') MJ+|[AT(EyJ + EVj+T}t')] 

where K = f(M-1,M-a). Therefore, by (2.3). there exists a positive 

number ka < «> such that 

K[AT(EYJ +E
YJ+T!

t,)] Sk2 

and hence 

E^^Tjt') MJ(TSt') +^. (5.8) 

Substituting (5.7) and (5.8) into (5.L) 

E|v(^'> - vTjt/)|2 £ ^^^+ ^ - 2^T;t/) + ^ VT;t/) 

+ ^(^t') ^^ 1% + 21^,^^^')] 

Since it was assumed that hT(T;t')|
2 < «o, then 

Lim EUMT(T;t
/) - UT;t')|2 = 0 

for all tG[t'-T,t'+T] c[t
/-S,t'+S] c[T*.T**] and all T€[T-S,S-T]. 

6.  An Estimate for the Spectral Representation 

Let 

$
M(
nWS-T;t/) = lAS-T[V(T;t/)cOS(nWS-TT)]' 

+ lAs-T[*MT(T;t/)Sin(nVTT)3' 

be an estimate of the spectral representation ^nw^Jt') as given 

by (4.2). For * (nw0  :t') to be a consistent estimate of *(nws_T;t ), 
'   \       ' M  S~T 



we show that 

^lynWsVtV^nw^t')!^«) 

Consider 

ly-S-T''*') - $(nws_T;t')| = llAs_T[V(T.t')c0s(nwsV)j| 

+ |AS-T[,|,MT(Tjt^sin(nVTT^l 

" lAs-T[*T(T;t/^os(nVTT)Jl 

£ 'AS-T(fV(T;t^ " U^it'){Cos{m      T))| 
S""T 

+ 'VT^W^'*') - VT;t/^sin(nVTT)^ 

Taking the mathematical expectation of the square of each side of this 

Inequality yields 

By Schwarz* inequality 

and thus we conclude from (5.10) that 

jir'v-W) - ♦owt')ia ^UAa.TtE|WT..t',. V(T,,')r]) 

Therefore P Lim i  (nv       -t') ~  */«„,   *.' \       ^  *  , / 
M^w M^VT'* > -  J(nVT!t ) and $M(nws-T;t ^ ls a 

consistent estimate of the spectral representation $(nws_ ;t/). 
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7.  Conclusions and Remarks 

A set of functionals and their consistent estimators have been 

developed for the spectral analysis of continuous r»on-stationary 

random processes. The methodology is suitable for analysis of dis- 

crete parameter non-stationary processes by using appropriate sum- 

mations in lieu of integrations. The methods were developed to 

analyze modulation frequencies in radar returns from space vehicles 

re-entering the earth's atmosphere. Good agreement is obtained be- 

tween the spectral content of the radar returns through the use of 

these methods with data fx-om other sensors. The method is most 

useful in determining spectral information from those processes 

whose frequencies change with time. 
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